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View looking northwest at the silencer excavation area backfilled and compacted (SEP21).
Completion of backfill and compaction looking west (SEP21).
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Hydroseeding looking east (OCT21).
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Wastewater from paint abatement project being transferred from temporary storage tanks to tanker trucks for disposal (DEC21).
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View looking west of grass establishment (DEC21).
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Wastewater tanks being removed off site (FEB22).
Final Closeout Report Status:

• The Draft Final Closeout Report was sent to the regulators on 16DEC21.
• Received comments from NYSDEC on 04FEB22 and EPA on 10FEB22.
• Responses to comments and a revised Closeout Report was sent to the regulators on 22FEB22.
• Received one follow-up comment from NYSDEC on 04MAR22 that was addressed on 08MAR22. Waiting on EPA acceptance of our responses to their comments.
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